Flèche Opperman All Day Trial

Queensland
This was Mark Riley’s first time as an Oppy
Ride Organisaer. Here he tells the unvarnished
truth about the Queensland event.
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HEN I sent out the request for
Oppy stories for Checkpoint it
was suggested I just use what
was in the Queenland Newsletter. What
was in the Newsletter was tasteful and
wholesome, but what they didn’t realise
was that I was holding back. Here is a
quick summary of the real story.

Three Oppy Teams started:
Team SLO 362 km: Pat Lehane (C), Kym
Raffelt, Vaughan Kippers, Ross Barnard.
Bunya Bandits 360 km: Brian Hornby
(C), Ant Richardson, Chris Ellis, Mark Riley,
Chris Richardson [DNF].
Boundary Riders: Andrew Keith (C),
Glen Corder, Andrew Coates [team DNF].
Boundary Riders
The high heat and humidity that always
seems to coincide with the Oppy in
Brisbane knocked out the Boundary
Riders who lost a rider.
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The other two teams luckily rode The
Downs where it was much cooler.
Team SLO
Ross, Pat, Vaughan and Kym (below)
arrived back without having broken into
a sweat.
The team had two Oppy virgins. Ross
recently joined the Club, and for his first
Audax ride he thought that he’d do an
Oppy. As you do. I think he’s got the idea
(right): eyes fixed on the carbs (a drink
clearly heavily caffeinated), and a meat
pie at the ready.
Kym has been a member for a while,
but was here on his first Oppy. Kym is
looking a bit amorous (below right),
and I can confirm that I received an “I
love you” text when he thought he was
updating his wife.

Bunya Bandits
Let’s called them the less mature team,
seen above left Ant, Chris, Chris, and
Mark harass a rural mailbox.
Starting in the Bunya Mountains, the
rapid descent was quickly over and
we were left perched on the flat of
The Downs (left). Then there comes a
stage in every Oppy when you will stop
at any excuse—like another mailbox
(above, right).
In between there were nice quiet roads
(right). It’s the one day of the year that
C
sticks in the memory.

A memorable Oppy
[from page 27]
I was amazing myself. Actually now
pushing up hills to the surprise of myself
and others. It was terrific—I was eating
up the road! Near Teesdale we were
joined by a mob of kangaroos. Got to
George’s house at 3.55 am and in bed
by 4.05 with a wake-up call at 5.00 for
a restart at 5.30. And it all worked—I
actually slept! In circumstances like that,
my body wants to rest and the brain
gets active. Not this time. I reckon I
had 40 minutes good sleep and awoke
refreshed to Carol Judkins’s excellent
breakfast. We started again with
another mob of ‘roos and made our way
to Geelong.
At 100 km, I was fairly sure we would not
make it; at about the 280 km mark I said,
“I might make this.” At the 330 km mark
I said, “I think I will make it.” But I nearly
didn’t—we were taken up a dreadful hill
near the finish. I blame George, he was
the course-setter for this section.
We found the stadium at Geelong with
eighteen minutes to spare. It felt a bit

weird as I’m used to finishing in the last
five minutes.
Ride management
I had been really worried about my
management of this ride. Everything
had to go well—and it did: food at the
checkpoints and on the bike, fluid, bum
soreness, shoulder soreness, etc.
Food had always been one of my
management issues on longer rides.
I got by pretty well this time, even
getting down a pizza at Lexton. But
later, my stomach was having difficulty
so I turned to creamed rice for the last
two checkpoints.
My bum surprised me. Since the stroke,
my bum had become very sore, very
quickly, on rides. I think that my right
gluteal muscle had disappeared and
there was no padding. It had improved
over time and there was very little bum
soreness on this ride. Similarly for my
back, neck and shoulders. Pilates and
massage have been a help.

In previous Oppys I had been known to
not go further due to tiredness and lie
down on the road for a powernap. Not
this time.
It was a great ride. Thanks to all involved.
I had pushed my post-stroke distance
up from 200 to 366! And I drove home
(with Ian to drive in case I got tired), had
a little nap and did some work in the
garden, had a lovely steak and red wine
for dinner—then had a fantastic sleep.
I was a bit dopey (some would say ‘as
usual’) for several days.
And to anyone interested in stroke
rehabilitation: the old story, that you
improve for a short time and then
plateau, is bullshit! Four years since
the stroke and I did my fifteenth full
Oppy, so I’m still improving in so many
ways (I am writing this while trekking in
Nepal). I still can’t get on and off the bike
properly, but I did a 366 km Oppy!
Now I have to learn to run.
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